INCLOSURE MOVEMENTS IN NORTHAMPTONSHIRE

MEDIiEVAL AGRICULTURE IN NORTHAMPTONSHIRE.

In medireval times Northamptonshire was under open-field cultivation I except
for the marshes and fens near Peterborough and the extensive forests of Rockingham,
Whittlewood, and Salcey. Apart from these special areas the northern part of the
shire was in general under a three-field husbandry. Much of the southern half
remained under the simpler and I ss efficient two-field system with a two course
rotation. 2 In one or two villages it is possible to date the change in land utilization.
Adstone, Culworth, Dray ton, Evenley, Holdenby and Kislingbury all had their . field
systems modified at various dates between the 13th century and the I6th. 3
Apparently, then, in the middle ages the county was fairly progressiv.e in its
agricultural technique. One might expect, therefore, that in this shire there would
early be moves towards further economic progress. This could be achieved only by
the inclosure of open fields, and the intrdduction of farming after the modern
fashion 'in severalty.'
INCLOSURE.

Inclosure could be carried out by very different means at different historical
periods. In the 16th century it was often effected by one-sided action on the part of
the greater landlords. In the 17th century it was often carri~d out by 10Gal agreement
registered by a decree of the Chancery or the Court of Exchequer. With the coming
of the 18th century and the final triumph of the legislature over the monarchy and the
~xecutive, . it was normally effected by private Act of Parliament.
In any case it
represented an economic gain which was often achieved at the cost of a social loss. In
the 16th and 17th centuries (though rarely later) it often resulted in the conversion of
arable to pasture and the depopulation of the countryside. It was for this reason, on
strategic grounds as well as those of public policy and humanity, that Tudor Governments opposed it, and Stuart ones accepted it with a genuine reluctance. This aspect
of agrarian change was ofpaiticular importance in the cpunties, such as Northamptonshire, which had long been great corn producers, and where to some extent the interests
of the landed peasantry were bound up with the maintenance of arable husbandry.
At all times and for a variety of reasons inclosure tended to encourage the consolidation of small estates or tenancies into larger ones. Its social repercussions, therefore,
were of great importance. And this again is especially true of such a county as Northamptonshire where a few larger estates and a great number of considerable ones '
existed side by side with a prosperous yeomanry~ and what seems on the whole to have
1. H. L. Gray, English Field Systems, 1915, C. S. and C. S. Orwin, The OPen Fields., 1938.
2. H. L. Gray, op. cit., passim.
3. Ibid., pp. 78-80.
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from Huntingdonshire into Leicestershire, from Lincolnshire into Bedfordshire, (with
a brief excursus into Huntingdonshire), and from Oxfordshire by Kettering to Higham
Fetrers, and into Bedfordshire. His references are: l . "From Leighton [Hunts.] to
Barnewell, a vj miles by exceeding faire corne and pasture ground .... To Oundale,
[OundleJ. From Oundale to Foderingege, [FotheringhayJ, a 2 miles by mervelus fair
corne ground and pasture but little woodde .... From Foderingye bak by Owndale
4 miles to Lilford .... Thens to Thor[pe] .... Thens a good mile to Thrapeston,
[Thrapston] .... [Thence] to Finton, [Fined on] .... Higheham bridge, [Higham Ferrers ?] .... and Welingborow, [Wellingborough]. From Welingburhe to Northampton 8
miles al be champaine corne and pasture ground, but little wood or none .... to
Wedon [Weedon] .... Faullesle, [Fawsley] .... and Towcester. Towcester is 7 miles
from Wedon and as much from Northampton, al by playne corne ground and pasture ...
From Northampton to Kingesthorpe, [Kingsthorpe], a mile and further by Multon
[Moulton] Parke .... Thens by champayne groUl'l:d, bering good gras se and corne, a ix
miles to Ketering, [Kettering] .... to Gadington, [Geddington] .... and .... to Wellenden, [Weldon], where the soil is sumwhat furnished about with wood: and plentie
beside of corne and grasse .... And thens 2 miles by corne, pasture, and wood to Deene,
.... to Benifeld, [Benefield] .... From Dene to Rokingham, [Rockingham], by
summe· corne and pasture, but more wood grounde a 3 miles .... Ther lyith a greate
valley under the castelle of Rokingham, very plentiful of corne and grasse .... and
withyn the precincte, [of Rockingham Forest], is good corne and pasture and plentie
of woodde .... to Pippewelle, [Pipewell]. :F rom Dene to Haringworth, [Harring. worth], a 3 miles be corne, grasse and sum wooddy grounde .... from Dene to Staunton, [Stonton Wyville, Leics.] .... The grounde bytwixt Dene and Staunton plentiful of
corne and exceding faire and large medowis on bothe sides of Welland, [the river
Welland]. But from Rokingham to Stanton there waS in sight little woode, as yn a
counterey al chaumpain .... From Dene to Cliffe Parke [King's Cliffe] .... From Dene
to 'Coliweston, [Collyweston], a 5 or 6 miles, partelY by champain, partely by woodde
ground. From Colyweston to Stamford [and so into Linco~nshire] .... From Stanford,
[Stamford], to Coly-Weston 2 [miles] and a half by champayn ,ground. Fr[om]
Coly-Weston to Dene moste [by] chaumpaine ground [corne] and gra[ sse 6 miles].
From Dene to Foderingey most by wood thorough. a parte of Rokeingham forest a 6
miles .... From F oderingey to U ndale, [Oundle], a market toun 2 miles. Thens
thorough Thorpe-watermil, [Thorp Waterville], to a village caullid ... (?) a 4 or 5 [miles]
al by chaumpain, good corne and grasse. Thens a IX miles to Lay ton, (Leighton, or
Leighton Bromswold, Hunts.), in Huntingdonshir by like ground. Thens to Higham
Ferrares, [Higham Ferrers], by like ground an 8 miles, and thens by like ground a 6
miles to (Woodford? . .. ) wher Mr. S. John dwellith .... From thens to Bedford ....
From Burchester (Bicester, Oxon.) to Brakeley, [Brackley], vii mils by very fruitfull
grownd havynge good corne, grace and some wode, many conies, but little enclosinge
ground .... I rode from Brakeley to K ypgs South town, [King's SuttonJ, 4 miles of, al
by champayn, corne and. grasse .... From South town to Banbyri, [Banbury, Oxon.], a
3 miles all by chaumpaine baren of wood .... [From Hallaton and Medbourne,
Leics., over the R. Welland] .... From Metbourne to withi~ a mile of Pipwell, is
1. Itinerary ed. Miss L. T. Smith,S yols, 1907, etc,
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could not but state the complaint in Parliament. I Of the three main grievances felt
by his constituents, " Depopulation by Inclosures " was the third. Three years later
the smouldering discontent burst into flame. Northamptonshire was one of the original
centres of disturbance, as Standish 2 indicates when he speaks of the mutinies caused
" only for the dearth of corne in Warwickshire, Northamptonshire and other places."
Stow gives an account of the disturbances, and Strype one of the Commissions to which
it gave rise. According to Stow,3 "a great number of persons suddenly assembled
themselves in Northamptonshire, then others of like nature assembled themselves in
Warwickshire and some in Leicestershire. They violently cut and broke down hedges,
filled up ditches, and laid open all such in closures of commons and grounds as they
found enclosed, which of ancient times had been open and employed to tiHage. These
tumultuous persons in Northamptonshire, Warwickshire, and Leicestershire grew very
strong, being in some places of men, women and children a thousand together, and at
Hillmo~ton in Warwickshire there were 3,000. These riotous persons bent all their
strength to level and lay open enclosures, without exercising any manner of violence
upon any man's person, goods, or cattle, and wheresoever they came they were generally
relieved by the near inhabitants, who sent them not only many carts laden with victuals,
but also good store of spades and shovels for speedy performance of their present enterprise." These men called themselves Levellers or Diggers, and issued a proclamation
" to all other Diggers" which shows that they, at all events, had no doubt as to inclosure
causing depopulation. "Encroaching tirants" they protested, would deprive the
community both of life and living, and" grind our flesh upon the whetstone of poverty
so that they may dwell by themselves in the midst of their herds of fat wethers. They
have depopulated and overthrown whole towns, and made thereof sheep pastures
nothing profitable to our commonwealth." An early manifesto of the rebels is contained in a libel thrown into the parish church of Castor, attacking those who" throw
downe land for corne."
According to Professor Gay 4 the revolt broke out in Warwickshire on May Day
Eve, and spread thence into the neighbouring shires of Leicester and Northampton.
It was clearly the opinion of the law officers of the Crown that in closure and
conversion were at the root of the trouble. The central government considered that
its development was due to gross negligence upon the part of the local sheriff, justices,
and deputy lieutenants. The places in Northamptonshire mentioned as specially
affected are Haselbeach, Pytchley and Rushton. In the first-named place there was
reason enough for discontent-of 40 yardlands but two still remained in tillage. At
Newton a body of mounted gentlemen with their servants dispersed a thousand
Levellers, "kiling forty or fifty." There was formerly a record of this skirmish in
the church chest at Great Addington, which said that many of the prisoners taken
were hanged and quartered, and their quarters set up at · Northampton, Oundle,
Thrapston and other places. (Bridges' Northants. II, 206. The parish register
containing the account h.as long since disappeared).
/"
.
1. House of Commons Journals, I, 151,23 March, 1604.
2. A. S. Standish. The Commons' Complaint , 1611.
3. J. Stow, Annals, 1615 ed., p. 889.
.
4. Gay, op. cit. For another account of this rising, see The Montagu Musters Book, N.R.S. publications,
Vol. VII.
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of Exchequer, making them give bonds to rebuild in each manor half the decayed
tenements, and ensuring that in future these are maintained with their due proportion
of land.
To prevent other depopulation in future the author suggests a Commission of
Inquiry to visit the champion (i.e. open-field) counties and compile a return of tenements and acreages in every parish. The justice of a size should be furnished with
copies of this, and in the event of any further decaying of me suages taking place each
house and land should be forfeited for twenty-one year,s. If his remdie are adopted
the author is sure that "the poore man shall be sati fied in hi ende: Habitation;
and the gentleman not hindred in his desier : Improvement." It would, however, be
necessary for the state to decide upon an optimum population, and to transfer all
increase above this limit" to the warres or deduceinge of colonies." It need hardly be
said that the government took not the slightest notice of the remedies propounded.
Since the threatened over-population of the countryside never materialised, so the
dr~s~ic counter-remedies were never needed. The memorandum is of interest, however,
and is dealt with here in some detail since the statements set forth in it seem to apply
with special force to this county.
1607.
In August, 1607, the authorities fell back upon the old expedient of a Commission.
This time it was to visit only the counties where tumults had taken place or where they
were apprehended, Bedfordshire, Buckinghamshire, Huntingdonshire, Leicestershire,
Lincolnshire, Northamptonshire and Warwickshire. This fulfilled to some extent the
royal promise that grievances should be redressed. According to Professor Gay
fifteen orders for the rebuilding of houses of. husbandry came from legal proceedings
following the commission. At least eight of these were actually carried out. The full
returns have never been printed, but Professor Gay has transcribed and summarized
them. , He notes that the commissioners sat in Northampton for more than twelve
days ' in September 1607.
The returns for Northamptonshire are the fullest
of those for the six counties whose records are extant (the Lincolnshire returns have ,
disappeared), perhaps because of the local influence of Sir Edward Montagu. This
man's own son is presented for an extensive inclosure at Hanging Houghton, and
several of the jurymen are presented, e.g. at Arthingworth, Haselbeech, and Kislingbury. At Rushton there are instances of the presentment of conversion, quite irrespective of inclosure. It appears that decay of farm houses is sometimes presented,
e.g. at Ashley and at Milton, irrespective of either in closure or conversion. According
to Professor 'Gay's calculation the total area noted in the returns is some 27,300
acres, about 4.3 per cent. of the county area (though of this only about 3,500 were
actually inclosed, 10,700 were converted, and 13, 100 severed from their messuages,
etc.). 1,444 persons were displaced in I 18 parishes, townships and hamlets.
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The total acreage returned as affected for the thirty year period 1578- I 607 was
twice that recorded in the 1517 returns for the thirty years 1485- 15 17, (27,335 acres
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Northamptonshire in the five counties covered. A repeated enquiry in 1631 wa
addressed to Northamptonshire and Leicester hire alone, a were later circular sent
out in 1635 and 1636.1 The returns to the first enquiry are not now extant, but ther is
reason to suppose that they resemble the Leicestershire returns. The Sheriff' letter
to the council has however been printed: "though I have received noe certificate from
any of the justices concerning your lordshippes former letters directed to m e and them
about enclosures, yett have I sent to those principall townes in our Shire that I an
understand to be obnoxious, viz. : Dingley and Cortenhall [Courte nhallJ, but pre ume
to forbeare a perticuler returne of the acres inclosed and converted, both be au e the
present season of the yeare doth not determine it what they will doe (which tyme will
make manifest) and I conceave not my warrant to runn aloane."z (28 Mar.,· 1631).
A very interesting suggestion of Miss Leonard's is that the movement for inclosure
and conversion developed all the more in Northamp!onshire be ause the county had so
little waste available for reclamation, so that any agricultural improvement must affect
open field land almost exclusivelY.3 In the years 1635-8 Northamptonshire is third
of the shires listed in order of the total of inclosure compositions levied, with a gross
payment of £8,678.4 However, in 1'649 Blith 5 still includes Northamptonshire among
the open counties. Meanwhile, of course, inclosure of such waste as remained was still
taking place. The Forest of Rockingham was among those where the Crown lawyers
raised funds by re-enforcing disused forestal rights. They extended its bounds from
six to sixty miles and imposed fines of as much as £19,000 and £20,000 upon the great
landlords who had made extensive inclosures.
THE

EVIDE!-fCE

OF
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BENTHAM

The standard authority for inclosure in Northamptonshire about this time is the
Rev. Joseph Bentham. Bentham, who lived from 1595 to 1671, described himself in
1638 as " Master of Arts and preacher of God's word at Weekeley in Northamptonshire." His first book is The Societie of the Saints, 1634? (not 1638 as in D.N.B., since it is
mentioned in The Christian Conflict, 1635). The book is dedicated to various Montagus,
children of the Sir Edward above-mentioned, who in 1621 had become Lord Montagu
of Boughton, a sincere and pious churchman, " so devout and regular of life that he
was frequently reckoned among the Puritans." Bentham was induced to publish his
book by Robert Bolton, the Puritan whom he afterwards succeeded as rector of Broughton, and by Nicholas Estwicke, a native of Harrowden, rector of Barnwell All Saints
and of Warkton. Like some of Bolton's published work, it was based upon sermons
" delivered in the lecture of Kettering."
Bentham compounded for his first fruits at Broughton in 1631, and was sequestered
in 1643. During the Commonwealth he suffered, says Walker, some persecution as a
high churchman and a loyalist. From 1646 he found refuge at Nether Winchendon,
1. ibid. pp. 128, 132.
2. Bull. Inst. Hist. R. I, 3, Feb. 1924, p. 83.
3. E. M. Leonard, The Inclosure of Common Fields in the Seventeenth Century (R. Hist. Soc. Trans. N.S.
XIX).
4. E. K. C. Gonner, Common Land and Inclosure (1912).
5. English Improver . ... 1649.
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end of the century. Here, however, as in Bedfordshire, she says little of the agrarian
condition of the land she passed by. Since i't is quite clear that as a rule she was much
more 'a pt to notice hedgerows than their absence, Dr. Slater suggests that here too the
presumption is that the county was largely open.
A casual reference in Max Beloff's book I throws some interesting light on an
"inclosure in the county in 17 Io- his one clear instance of an inclosure riot in hi
period 2 1660- 17 14. On 24 May, 171,0, the Duke of Shrewsbury, then Lord Chamberlain, was approacHed with an account of riots at Benefield due to inclosur ' made
by William (Herbert) second Marquis of Powys. The petitioner, William Kirkham,
said there was "no refuge now but the benefit of His Majesty's gracious proclamation."3
A week later Captain J. Wroth reported from Oundle that, acting on instructions
to prevent any riots during the holidays, he had marched to Benefield on the day
before. He declared that the greater pa~t of the local gentry thought Lord Powi 's
inclosu':r:es a gre'a t injustice to the poor.
Morton's Natural Histo~y of Northamptonshire appeared in 17 I 2. He declares that
the greatest part of the county' is still open, but refers to certain inclosures near Peterborough cropped for seven years contiI?-uously~ In his text he says that turnips were
grown at Addington, Courteenhall, Desborough, Farthinghoe, Pytchley, Thornhaugh,
Weston Favell and divers other places. So evidently even in the early 18th century there
were parishes where agriculture was well up to date.
John Mordaunt 4 in 1761 gives an interesting sidelight on the argument that an
open-field village was' incapable of modernising its agricultural technique, when he
says that in this county a draining plough costing three guineas was usually bought at
the expense of each parish. A certain" T.Q." passed through the county in this
year, and wrote an' account of his journey for Sylvanus Urban. 5 He ' found pasture,
inclosure, depopulation (and bad farming), from Kettering to Northampton. "There was
uninclosed arable from Northampton to Oxford via Towcester and Brackley, with a
well populated countryside, since "the evil genius of field inclosing" had, not exerted
its influence. Young, Marshall, Donaldson, Pitt and Eden 6 all have something to
say of the development of agriculture in the county in the late 18th and very early
19th centuries. Their works are, however, readily accessible, so there' is no great
point in giving here iengthy extracts from them.
Upon their evidence as well as on such'data as those set forth above, the authorities
1. Beloff, Public Order and Popular Disturbances 1660-1714, Oxford 1938 pp. 77-8.
2. Quoting State Papers. Anne 12 No. 8. ' There is, says Beloff, no reference to the riot in the County
records.
'
3. It is not clear to what proclam?-tion this refers. Beloff does not know-nor do 1.
4. Complete Steward, 1761.
5. Gentleman's Magazine. Vol. XLIV:
6. Respectively: Eastern Tour, 1771, Rural Economy of Midland Counties, 2 Vols., 1790, General
View . .. 1794, idem, 1809, and State of the Poor, 1797.
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Dr. Slater summarises the history of inc10sure in Northampton hire parishes thus:

Parishes Inclosed.
Before 1749
1749-59

•
17 60-4
17 65-9 2
Since 1793

Without Act.
Probably 72
(though no doubt one or
two of these 72 should be
entered here).
(or here).
(or here).
. 73

By Act.

Total.

4
18

76
18

19
1I3
88

19
1I3
89

242

3 15

As has been noted above, some 89 parishes of a total of 3 I 5 in the county, are
known to have been open in 1793. The subsequent inc10sure is recorded of all save
one. The (notoriously inaccurate) Return of 1878 I credits' the county with the possession then of 2,947 acres of common, and 17,549 acres of common field. Of this
4,103 acres of common fields are recorded as actually exi$ting in three parishes (those of
Castor and Ailesworth 3,600 acres, Sutton 450 acres, and Kings Sutton 53 acres).
The balance, 13,446 acres is an estimate based on the proportion of the total
acreage of the county which is not covered by the tithe apportionments upon which the
calculation is based. In the first part of the calculation the blue book seems for once to
be more or less correct.
I,NCLOSURE OF CASTOR AND AILESWORTH.

The last open-field parishes to remain in N6rthamptonshire were Castor and Sutton
near Peter.:borough.2
Castor, with the hamlet of Ailesworth, has a total area of 4,976 acres. Before
1898 only some 1,300 acres were inc1osed, and nearly all the houses except the miller's
and that of the station-master were in the village street. The land was in the hands
of two main proprietors and a great many smaller ones, the two chief owners having
often alternate selions of open land. In some ways this parish was a better example of
open-field conditions than even the celebrated Laxton, Notts., where the open fields
still remain (1949) . In Laxton the open area is less than half the parish, there are
several outlying farm houses away from the village, and nearly the whole parish is in
the ownership of the lord of the manor. On the other hand, though the area of
commonable land in Castor was so much greater than that in Laxton,
customs of village communal life had retained much less vigour, and to the
decay of the power of harmonious self-government the inc10sure was mainly attributable. Each year, in the spring, the farmers and toft-holders of Castor and similarly
1. Parliamentary Papers, House of Commons, 85 (1874), R eturn of Commons and Common Fields.
P.P. (H.C.) 85 (1878).
2. Slater op . cit., pp. 13-14 and 46-7 from which (by permission) these paragraphs are taken almost
literally.
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worth, w uld m t to d ide the crop to be sown on the fallow field. One
[; rmer k pt a" tint" book, i.e. a list of all the villagers owning common rights, and
the numb r of right bel nging to ea h. The number of votes that could be cast by .
a h villa er dep nd d upon th number of his common rights. It was essential to the
[; rm r 'inter t that th y hould agre upon some crop, for a tradition existed in the
vill
,that unl
the farm r w re agreed as to the crop to be sown on the fallow
fi Id, that fi Id 1..1ld be treated as if it really were fallow. It could be depastured all
th y ar by the t ft hold rs, and any crop any farmer might sow would be at the
f hi n i hbour' attle and sheep.
Apparently, however, this never
happened.
h farm rs ould al 0 determine the date when the fallow field should
b om
omm nabl . The wheat field and barley field became commonable after
h rv t; the m ad wand pastures were commonable between August 12th and
F bruary 14th.
The rea on why the mediccval three-field system was retain~d in Laxton, but was
alt red in Castor to an improved three-field system, is to be found in the nature of the
oil. Another re ult of the difference of soil was a difference of ptoughing so that the
general level f the field wa not broken into a series of ridges. In Castor as in Laxton,
no grassy" balk" divided one man's land from his neighbours.. The furrow only
had to serve as a boundary, and sometimes the boundary wa's bitterly disputed.
Before the inclosure there was one spot in the common fields where ' two neighbours
kept a plough each continually, and as fast as one ploughed furrows into his land, the
other ploughed them back into his.
.
Another difficulty arose when high winds prevailed about harvest time. The
great size and exposed situation of the open fields sometimes caused the whole crop to
be blown away. On one occasion when peas were the fallow crop the entire crop was
carried by a storm into a hedge bordering the field. This mixed i~ inextricable confu ion the produce belonging to thirty br forty farmers. Another source of dispute was
one that formed for centuries a prolific source of trouble in openfield villages. The
holder of a strip abutting at right angles upon a series of adjoining selions had to permit the use of his strip as headland, and therefore to delay ploughing it until all his
neighbours had completed their work!
When such difficulties as these arose the Castor farmers were wise enough to avoid
the law courts, and the re pective landlords were usually able by appeal to restore some
ort of harmony. There was a local farmer, who had enjoyed the respect and confidence
of his neighbour, and who habitually used his influence to secure the amicable settlement of sucp. que tions as those instanced. His death brought on a state of tension
that gradually became unbearable. Conditions were exacerbated on the appointment by the Ecclesiastical Commissioners (the lords of the manor), of a new agent
who could not under tand and who had no patienc~ with the peculiarities of open
field farming.
The agent, with the support of the leading farmer in Ailesworth, soon succeeded in
obtaining agreement as to inclosure from the majority of the persons interested. One
farmer held 175 acres in 192 separate parcels. The glebe consisted of less than 118 acres
but lay in 165 parcels scattered over the area of a 5,000 acre parish.
So the economic
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argument in favour of inclosure was strong enough! Dr. Slater gives details of the
area and dispersal of eleven other estates. At the inclosure provision was made for a
heath to' remain open in a remote corner of the parish, for the preseryation of certain
an~ient roads and other antiquities, for the securing of ~ public bathing place and a
. couple ofr~creation grounds (some 20 acres in all), and for the setting aside pf 42 acres
for allotments and field gardens. With these .exceptions the whole of the open land,
plus a great part of the old inclosure, was surveyed and re-allotted. The cost of survey
and allotment averaged £1 per acre, and each proprietor was required to carry out
his own fencing in the manner prescribed by the commissioner. In 1898 the iriclosure
was completed, six years after the question had first been brought before the Board
of Agriculture.
.
INCLOSURE OF SUTTON.

Sutton is described in the tithe map as consisting of 450 acres of open field and 150
acres of common, out oLa total area of 888 acres. There were in Sutton certain lands
belonging to the township, intermixed with those in private ownership. The rents of
these were paid with. the poor rates. Up till 1880 the two farmers who between them
occupied nearly all the cultivated laud used-to confer and agree upon their course of
, tillage. They were then persuaded by the vicar to disentangle their farms and to
cultivate them in the ordinary way. At that time there ceased to be in Sutton any
visible sign of any exceptional features in the system of land-ownership. The lands
. belonging to the township are recorded in the tithe map, and their measurement in the
tithe award, but no ' balks' or other boundaries to mark t}:lem were preserved. In 1899
the vicar, who had bought the manorial riglIts and nearly all the land in the township, :
applied for legal confirmation of the inclosur~ which had actually taken place, and this
he obtained in 1901. '
Thus, at the turn of the century, came the final disappearance in Northamptonshire
of the ancient system of land cultivation which had persisted there for perhaps
thirteen hundred years. -

W. ·E.

TATE,

TO DRIVE AWAY RATTS OR MICE.

Take a living Ratt or Mouse" bu'r ne him alive in any rciome from whence the Ratts
should be driven.
'
MRS. SPIKNARDS RECEIPT TO MAKE ST. CHR1STOPHERS TOBACCO AS GOOD AS THE BEST
SPANISH TOBACCO.

Take the roots of Cyprus, bruise them in a lTIOrtar, then take two ounces of Tobacco
ready cutt and dried. Put these roots in the midst of itt, lett itstand ·close covered
24 houres and it is made.
TO TAKE WARTS OF ANY PART.

Take a great red snaile, those that have noe shell, rubb it over any wart, and it ,
.
will assuredly take it ·away.

